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Tony Abbott is the accidental political leader: he upset Joe Hockey in a leadership ballot as a stop-gap, a man 
considered divisive on religious and gender grounds who even his own party believed didn’t have what it 
takes to lead the country.
 
How times change.
 
Two weeks from a federal election, Abbott is in the box seat to win the prime ministership.
 
Voters have embraced what they see as his authenticity and candid take on issues. His plain speaking 
approach was a foil to Rudd's managerial speak, and continues to be e�ective as Gillard struggles to re�ne her 
message. Defying everyone's expectations, Abbott has run a disciplined campaign. 
 
His politics isn't always typically conservative either, policies like his generous parental leave scheme don't 
necessarily sit comfortably with the normal coalition line. Ever the pragmatist, he's backed away from his 
support of WorkChoices (he initially outlined support for its reinstatement in his book Battlelines just a year 
ago) and no longer calls climate change "crap", although he won't be introducing a carbon tax any time soon if 
he gains power.
 
So who are we getting? How did the ‘Mad Monk’ become the smooth political operative on the verge of 
history? And why does his personality still threaten to thwart his campaign? 
 
Crikey’s Canberra correspondent Bernard Keane, commentator Mungo MacCallum, PR expert Noel Turnbull 
and  author of Battle for Bennelong Margot Saville delve into what makes Tony tick.
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Abbott has faith in the process
By Bernard Keane

It was the morning after Tony Abbott’s Budget reply, in which he had declared “the die is cast” and that the 
election would be fought on the Rudd government’s RSPT.  But Abbott’s declaration of war over the mining tax 
had been overshadowed by the lack of content in the speech, his “hospital pass” to Joe Hockey on the detail of 
the Coalition’s savings commitments, and revelations that Abbott had been rolled by shadow cabinet over a 
proposal to give $10,000 to stay-at-home mothers.

Abbott joined deputy Prime Minister Julia Gillard for their normal Friday morning debate on Nine’s Today show 
and quickly found himself questioned about the handout that he was unable to sell his colleagues on. “Look,” 
Abbott said, in his endearing and frustrating trademark stutter, “we have, we threw around a whole lot of 
policy ideas in a very wide ranging shadow cabinet discussion … what matters is what we decided to do and 
that’s what I announced last night.”

A smiling Gillard laid into the Opposition leader. “I reckon that’s a yes. I think what, that was pollie speak for 
Tony went in with a big spending idea and even his shadow cabinet recognised how reckless and how big a 
risk he is and has obviously pi�ed the idea out the door.”

Host Karl Stefanovic put to Gillard that most stay-at-home mothers would be happy to get the handout. She 
was unfazed. “And what Australian is going to say it’s OK for Tony Abbott to keep dreaming up Budget-busting 
ideas and having to be restrained by his shadow cabinet. That’s reckless.”

Abbott tried to �nd a line of defence and reached for the RSPT. “Look, um, you know, we are always open, ah, 
to good ideas but in the end you’ve got to be responsible and the most irresponsible thing about the Budget 
is the fact that they’re going to kill the goose that’s laid the golden egg for Australia. Now it is just the very 
midsummer of madness to suddenly stop the mining boom stone dead … I’m very happy for the, for the, for 
the election to be a referendum on Labor’s great, big new tax.”

“I think that was a diversion from the $10,000 idea that got knocked o�, Tony,” the Deputy Prime Minister shot 
back.

It was classic Gillard — focused on her opponent with laser-like intensity, sticking rigidly to her brief but 
thinking on her feet but getting her message across in an engaging manner — one that stood in stark contrast 
to her leader, Kevin Rudd, whose communication skills had traced a steady path down into incomprehensibil-
ity and tedium from the moment he defeated John Howard.

But the exchange also summed up Tony Abbott. Defeated on a big-spending welfare policy by his colleagues, 
hesitant on his own policy — under pressure, he didn’t point to his own paid parental leave scheme launched 
eight weeks earlier — Abbott instinctively fell back on what he is best at, relentless and highly e�ective attacks 
on his opponents.

For all the super�cial similarities — they are both novice leaders and both reached the top job by kni�ng their 
predecessors — Tony Abbott and Julia Gillard are strikingly di�erent politicians. No comparative biography 
could ever encompass “Gillard and Abbott” in the way Michael Du�y tried with Latham and Abbott.
 
Three aspects of Abbott’s political personality will bear strongly on how he performs in the election campaign, 
and what sort of Prime Minister he will be in the event he achieves a remarkable victory.
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First, Abbott is a poor ideological �t with his party. Many political leaders are unusual within their parties, or 
succeed despite being at odds with a substantial number of their colleagues. But the di�erence is rarely on 
fundamental party principles. The Liberal Party is, famously, a “broad church” of liberals and conservatives, but 
Abbott’s intellectual pedigree is �rmly derived from the right-wing of the labour movement, in which B.A. 
Santamaria, and Labor �gures such as NSW Right leader and conservative Catholic Johno Johnson played 
important roles. Abbott’s social conservatism �ts as well in the right of the ALP as it does in the right of his own 
party.

However, his belief in the power of state intervention is much more at odds with the core philosophy of the 
Liberal Party.  John Howard had a similar commitment to big government, which also sat poorly with his 
party’s professed commitment to small government. But Howard’s was born of pragmatism and a deliberate 
political strategy of buying electoral support with middle-class welfare and pork-barrelling.

Abbott’s state interventionism is born of a conviction — one that Labor still holds, to the extent that party has 
any core convictions of its own any more — that governments can play an important role in shaping social and 
economic outcomes. Handouts to stay-at-home mothers, which have none of the workforce participation 
bene�ts of the paid parental leave scheme, exemplify this conviction that intervention and redistribution 
should be used aggressively by the state.

Similarly on climate change, Abbott proposes large government programs to drive action, rather than a price 
mechanism to enable market forces to drive change.

On one issue, federalism, Abbott in fact goes considerably further than Howard, and wrote in his book Battle-
lines about his aggressively centralist instincts — views that if ever implemented would take him far beyond 
any previous Prime Minister, Liberal or Labor, in aggrandising the role of Canberra over that of the states.
 
Abbott’s background as a journalist — which shows through in the engaging and well-written Battlelines — is 
another crucial element of his political persona.  It is not necessarily a positive. His hesitant communication 
style seems the very embodiment of his famous choice between being a commentator on politics and a 
participant inpolitics.  And in Abbott’s two very public meltdowns in May during interviews with Neil Mitchell 
(shortly after his Today show encounter with Gillard) and Kerry O’Brien, he was at his worst when he seemed to 
actually withdraw from the role of politician and start commenting on his own plight, declaring “I’m being a 
wimp” to Mitchell and explaining to O’Brien in some detail his now famous division between his scripted 
statements and his o�-the-cu� comments.
 
But his background also gives Abbott an instinctive ability to frame a political narrative and use it to attack his 
opponents.  It was this knack of knowing how to tell an e�ective political story about Kevin Rudd that, as much 
as Labor’s powerbrokers and nervous backbenchers, wrecked Rudd’s prime ministership. Abbott’s reformula-
tion of the ETS debate away from climate change — which he has repeatedly stated he does not believe in — 
and the minutiae of emissions trading to the far simpler “great big new tax” narrative was canny. It didn’t 
matter that the CPRS was anything but a tax — in fact it would have sucked billions out of the Budget in its 
early stages. Labor never developed an e�ective response. The narrative was so e�ective, Rudd abandoned 
plans for a double dissolution election that he would have comfortably won.
 
However, Abbott has not yet been able to apply this skill to presenting positive policy.  Part of this is surely his 
open discomfort with economics — �rst spotted by Peter Costello in the early stages of Howard’s promotion of 
Abbott as a possible rival to his deputy — which remains at the centre of Australian political debate. But as 
leader his e�orts to o�er positive policy proposals have ended messily — paid parental leave drew business 
criticism, received a hostile reception from Liberals and undermined his “great big new tax” attack line.  His 
“direct action” climate policy, based principally on the drawing-board science of soil carbon, was immediately 
discredited by experts. Only his proposal to increase spending on mental health was trouble-free.
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By Abbott’s own ready admission, this emphasis on the negative has harmed his image in the eyes of voters.  
This is partly the fault of Abbott’s own colleagues. Under Howard, Abbott himself played the role of attack dog, 
savaging his mentor’s foes (whichever party they were in). As leader, he has kept up the same role, which 
should have been delegated to his frontbench. Unfortunately, in Joe Hockey, Julie Bishop, Christopher Pyne 
and Peter Dutton, he has a team that would struggle to muster an ounce of mongrel between them, while 
Andrew Robb’s role and skill is to bring economic credibility to the Coalition, not tear Labor asunder.

Whether Abbott will be able to throw the switch to “positive” in time for the election campaign remains to be 
seen. In the early days of the campaign, Abbott’s initial policy framework is almost entirely negative, based on 
something between a slogan and a dot-point policy document — “end … stop … pay back … stop …”

Abbott’s religion is the third critical component of his political persona.  The self-described “Captain Catholic” is 
only one of a large number of religious politicians, but he is by far the highest-pro�le.  The pro�le is not 
because he has ever used religion in a partisan  way — in fact he speci�cally rejects partisan uses of religion — 
but primarily because as a health minister in the Howard government, he based key decisions or his public 
statements in relation to Medicare funding of abortion, RU-486 and stem cell research on his own spiritual 
values, despite denying he had entered politics to be “a public Catholic”.

Abbott isn’t alone in confusing his public role with his faith.  South Australian Labor powerbroker Don Farrell, 
for example, a leader of the conservative and Catholic-dominated ALP Right in that state, terminated the 
career of moderate senator Linda Kirk after she voted contrary to his wishes on the stem cell issue, and he 
himself replaced her.  However, it is historically rare at ministerial level.

But the tendency to portray Abbott as a right-wing Catholic ogre is at odds with the more complex reality of a 
passionate, thoughtful man. He is a comparative rarity on the conservative side in articulating his views in 
book form (and Battlelines is a very engaging work). And it is little known that Abbott walked in the Sydney 
Harbour Bridge reconciliation march in 2000, amidst controversy about Prime Minister’s Howard opposition to 
Costello doing the same. His commitment to make a real di�erence for indigenous Australians is passionate.
 
In the aftermath of the Little Children Are Sacred report, health minister Abbott gave the impression he 
personally wanted to go to remote communities and dish out a hiding to child abusers. That would not have 
been entirely out of character — several people who declined to be named have told Crikey of having argu-
ments with Abbott that ended with him demanding they go outside and settle the matter physically — and on 
each occasion an abashed Abbott later profusely and charmingly apologised.
 
Abbott’s unwillingness to decouple his faith and executive responsibilities in the past doesn’t mean he will do 
the same in the future. As minister under Howard, Abbott had the luxury of a protective mentor (indeed, some 
of Abbott’s colleagues grew tired of his habit of bringing poor submissions to cabinet, which Howard 
indulged). But as Prime Minister, Abbott would have to bring his political judgement about his government’s 
interests into consideration, just as Howard did in permitting conscience votes on issues such as RU-486. In 
that equation, Abbott’s faith is likely to play less of a role.
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Managing a rogue like Abbott
Tuesday, 20 July
By Noel Turnbull

Probably the hardest job for a PR adviser — whether the client is a politician or a CEO — is to get them to 
mouth the phrases: “I don’t know”, “I was wrong” and “I need to think about that”.

This is less because of accepted PR practice about control and consistency but more about the nature of the 
media and market beasts with which they are dealing.

Tony Abbott’s problems with truth might end up like Kevin Rudd’s problems with bars — a political advantage 
— but it seems unlikely. But it is possible to have some sympathy for him. Partly because he is a member of a 
religious group that has made an art form, and built a pro�table industry, on the back of fear of infringing the 
subtle distinctions between forms of sin and types of utterances. Partly also because Barnaby Joyce is partly 
right. When the Romantics such as Rousseau obsessed about unrelenting truthfulness they overlooked the fact 
that liberal, tolerant societies survive with the assistance of a web of white lies that reduce con�ict.

But his real sin is to forget that there are no silences in politics — that politicians have to have an opinion on 
everything — and that those opinions must not break any of the fundamental rules of political reporting.

The �rst of these rules is that no member of any political party or government may ever have a di�erent 
opinion from another member. Editorials may spruik the virtues of debate, discussion and freedom of opinion 
but straying from deadening consistency is a recipe for inviting reporting about splits and con�ict.

Second is that you are never allowed to say “I don’t know”, “I have to think about that” or “I was wrong”. The sin 
in this case is that being intelligent and considered is to be a weak, indecisive self-confessed failure. Bertrand 
Russell once said that any man (the usage being typical of his life) who never changed his mind was a fool. 
When Keynes was once asked why he had changed his mind he replied that when the facts changed he 
changed, and asked in reply what his questioner did in the same situation. But in political reporting and 
discourse, both approaches are forbidden.

Third rule is that nearly all print political journalism is fundamentally about prediction rather than reporting 
what has happened. When Sir Winston Churchill died, Life magazine �ew a team to the UK. It �ew back, devel-
oping �lm, writing articles and laying out pages on the way. When it got back, it produced a typical Life special 
but it was irrelevant because the funeral had already been on TV. Similar reportage has been similarly 
irrelevant ever since, the problem compounded many times over by digitisation and the web.

So when an event, such as Tony Abbott’s TV interview occurs, the most important e�ect is to provide the 
media with a platform for speculation about what it means. J.K. Galbraith once infuriated a journalist who kept 
asking him over several days what he thought the outcome of an election would be. Galbraith kept saying he 
didn’t know but would when the votes were counted. Why didn’t he, thundered the journalist, handicapped by 
a world view that couldn’t accept that no one did because then there would be no story.

Fourth, never report anything without hyperbole. Even broadsheets are now full of hyperbole. There is never a 
problem — it is always a crisis. There is never an accident — it’s always a disaster that must be someone’s fault. 
If the problem or the accident continues to be reported for more than three days you are automatically “belea-
guered”, “embattled” or “controversial”. Nobody ever just “says” something — you always “blast”, “savage”, 
“confront” or “slam”. In Abbott’s case a bad interview and some ill-chosen words becomes a crisis and unless 
he’s o� the hook soon he will be “under siege” from people savagely slamming, blasting and confronting him.
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As a PR person, of course, once you get a handle on the rules, you do what Marx did to Hegel and turn it all on 
its head. However, it is hard to discern cause and e�ect. Did the political spin come �rst, is it all symbiotic, did 
the spin adapt to the forms of the media, did the media go down market in response to the market or was it 
just that much easier than getting to understand how a resource rent tax might actually work or what 
Australia’s debt is relative to other countries and its own historic levels? Just as it easier to report the legend, it 
is easier to report the leadership speculation than the policy.

CEOs don’t have it as bad because they are not in the media all the time and good PR people spend a lot of 
time keeping them out of it. But the markets have fundamental rules just as political reporters do. In the 
markets case there are two of them: �rst, there is never allowed to be no news (one they share with the media); 
and second, that even though markets are always uncertain there must always be an appearance of certainty.

The reasons for this are pretty fundamental too — without something to talk about traders have no to reason 
to persuade people to trade and without trading transaction costs go down along with bonuses. So CEOs also 
aren’t allowed any “don’t knows”. After all just look at the analyst and journalistic speculative frenzy when 
someone is wise enough not to provide “guidance” on the unknowable future.

Ritual declaration of interest: at various times in his career the author has been guilty of all these sins — except for 
those religiously-determined.
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How the Iron Monk slips the bonds of normal life
Wednesday, 7 April
By Margot Saville

So what was Tony Abbott thinking about during last week’s ironman triathlon? Thanks to the Waratah Veterans 
Cycling Club, that mystery has  been solved — and Nicola Roxon was right. “Abs” Abbott has recently written 
for their newsletter, saying that “that exercise of this magnitude is not conducive to problem solving. I wasn’t 
consciously thinking of anything like health policy during the day. It’s more simple things you think about, 
your family, friends who have done this kind of thing. That’s the sort of thing you think about.”

Today, as he embarks on a 1000-kilometre, nine-day ride from Melbourne to Sydney, it’s clear that Abbott has 
become obsessed with cycling, and now views his bike in the same way Easy Rider’s Peter Fonda did his Harley, 
as a way of slipping the bonds of normal life. (cue Born to be Wild …)

“Jump on a bike and not only can you �aunt your social conscience but you set the destination and the timeta-
ble. The bike is a freedom machine for people who’d rather not pay for petrol and like being �tter than their 
contemporaries. The disdain motorists express for cyclists is secret envy.”

It’s not surprising that the Iron Monk has become a cyclist, because it suits his religious views.  At one level, 
devout Catholicism includes a great deal of deprivation and self-denial. According to the Catholic encyclope-
dia, “very holy people use morti�cations to train their souls to virtuous and holy living … Many of these take 
the form of painful exercise and privations self-in�icted because they are painful”.

For Abbott, getting up at 5am and pushing his body almost to breaking point can be a training ride and a 
morti�cation, and is probably more socially acceptable than self-�agellation.

Lots of cyclists of a certain age become body-obsessed, because once your �tness declines, the only way to get 
faster is to lose weight — from you and the bike.  First you buy a titanium frame you can lift with one �nger, 
and then you develop weird eating habits; Lance Armstrong weighs his food before he eats it.  Abbott used to 
have a classic, top-heavy ex-footballers physique but these days he looks as if his skin has been shrink-
wrapped around his bones.

Friends of his from university days say that he is at least 10 kilograms lighter than he was a decade ago. It’s 
hard to look at that bare torso and not think of Saint Sebastian and the arrows …

At the launch of his book, Battlelines, I asked him whether he waxed or shaved his legs. (Cyclists say it’s to help 
with the grazes, but the rest of us think otherwise…)

“Neither,” he exclaimed, adding that on joining his current cycling bunch, his hairy limbs had been noted. 
“Look!” one of them had told the group, “he’s a virgin.”
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Abbott’s crass populism will have many casualties
Friday, 30 April
By Bernard Keane

What a small-minded little man this Tony Abbott is.

At least when the Howard government was demonising asylum seekers to pander to the xenophobia of many 
voters, it wasn’t in�icting economic damage in doing so. Beating up on small number of vulnerable refugees, 
however immoral, didn’t have any implications for the economy.

Abbott’s attempt to exploit the population issue by promising he’ll slash immigration, however, will in�ict 
serious damage on the Australian economy.

It was a favourite party trick of the Howard government to protect itself against the charge of inaction on 
climate change by using modelling showing trivial impacts on GDP and projecting them out to 2050, taking 
the number out of context, divvying it up per capita and then making it sound as though taking a particular 
action, like ratifying Kyoto, would end up sending a bill for a couple of thousand dollars to each and every 
Australian.

I’ve done much the same today, except I didn’t need to dodgy up the numbers.  They’re there in the Intergen-
erational Report, and they’re far bigger than anything Brian Fisher’s boys at ABARE could come up with back in 
the day.  Keeping our net migration down to 100,000 a year will cost us 17% of GDP over the next four 
decades.  Keeping it down to 140,000 is half that reduction. Do the maths.

At some point Australian businesses are going to have to accept what should have been already dawning on 
the brighter members of the business community, that Abbott, for all his claim that the coalition is the side of 
politics that favours business and enterprise, believes in nothing of the sort.  We’ve had three policies from the 
coalition under Abbott, and all three have been bad for business. Paid parental leave was a straight-out assault 
on the bottom lines of medium and large enterprises and their investors. The abandonment of Howard-era 
bipartisan support for the ETS has caused massive uncertainty for business and investors over whether we’ll 
now ever have a carbon price.

And now the abandonment of Howard-era support for high immigration will punish businesses in sectors of 
the economy facing skill shortages, and put a cap on economic growth for the rest of us.  On the sort of num-
bers Abbott is talking about, he’ll need Workchoices on steroids to stop wage rises going through the roof as 
businesses compete for precious skilled labour when they can’t import any.

Abbott’s re�exive opposition for the sake of opposition is one thing — although it reached the point of 
absurdity yesterday when he declined to support the government’s tobacco excise increase, which as Misha 
Shubert pointed out today is actually coalition policy. But under him the Liberals are not the party of sensible 
conservatism or economic liberalism or even the party of John Howard, but of crass right-wing populism, 
aiming to exploit xenophobia and dislike of big business, regardless of its impact on the economy. More than 
anything else, Abbott’s Liberals increasingly resemble Tea Partiers, albeit without the brains.

A drive-by casualty in this e�ort to pull the One Nation vote is the Productivity Commission, established by the 
Howard government and an adornment to high-quality public debate in this country. The PC was minding its 
own business and getting on with its job until yesterday when Abbott announced that he wanted to replace it 
with a “Productivity and Sustainability Commission”. 
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This would signi�cantly expand its remit to sustainability issues and take charge from Treasury of the intergen-
erational report process, which is established in legislation.  The PC’s strength is its laser-like focus on good 
economic policy, untainted by political considerations or other policy demands. Abbott will nobble that, 
imposing a broader role on the commission to address social and environmental policy issues.

The most charitable interpretation of this stu� is that Abbott doesn’t believe Australia can walk and chew gum 
at the same time — that we can’t enjoy the bene�ts of a high-immigration economy and successfully address 
the policy imperatives that it brings — like getting our housing supply and infrastructure provision settings 
right.

A more realistic interpretation is that Abbott knows that his only real hope of reversing what now looks a solid 
and substantial Labor lead in the polls just 3-4 months out from the election is to tap into xenophobia and 
resentment about the impact of migrants on infrastructure and housing in outer suburban electorates. Scare 
voters with the threat of hordes of boat people, blame migrants for pushing up the price of houses, blame 
migrants for clogging up the roads.

Senior Labor �gures have longed feared this sort of hypocritical populism from the party that gave us such 
high immigration under John Howard. Now it has arrived under Tony Abbott, a small-minded man with a 
vision for a country just like him.
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Crazy-brave populist Abbott needs a bit of the Oxford about 
him 
Monday, 29 March
By Mungo MacCallum

Poor Tony Abbott. As if life wasn’t already confusing enough, now his backers want him to change his ways yet 
again.

The Mad Monk’s career has always been a series of dilemmas and contradictions, and it must be admitted that 
he is yet to resolve even the most long-standing of them.

Many decades after abandoning the seminary for the soapbox, Abbott remains torn between the sacred and 
the secular. His continuing doubts could be seen not only as anti-democratic, but almost as blasphemous; 
after all the doctrine of the separation of church and state relies on the highest authority.

Jesus said: “Render unto Caesar that which is Caesar’s and unto God that which is God’s.” It could hardly be 
clearer. But Abbott still has trouble drawing the line and his political career continues to su�er as a result of his 
religious zeal.

The impasse also colours his social attitudes, which tend to swing wildly between the ultra-conservative and 
the free-wheeling liberal. Earlier this month he confessed that he felt “threatened” by homosexuality: “Gays and 
lesbians challenge the orthodox notions of the right order of things,” he avowed, in tones that could have 
come straight out of Leviticus. But then last week he appeared at Melbourne radio station JOY FM to insist that 
he was a great defender of gay rights and that he had lots of gay friends — well, at least three, and that wasn’t 
even counting Alan Jones.

But even this tergiversation was simple compared to what is now being demanded of him: less action man and 
more policy wonk. It seems so unfair: the Murdoch press, which is now demanding that he settle down into 
the role of serious and sober statesman, was previously the greatest promoter of his natural, he-man approach 
to the job, which it contrasted enthusiastically with that of the grey, spin-obsessed Prime Minister.

His unbridled physicality was supposed to appeal hugely to the laid-back Australian voter, and especially to 
the women who might otherwise have been repelled by his Captain Catholic persona. The Australian’s resident 
dominatrix, Janet Albrechtsen, wrote breathlessly of his prowess as a surfer, boxer, cyclist and �ghter of bush-
�res; she was all but orgasmic about his sheer hairiness. With a pelt like that, who needed policies?

But belatedly these same pundits have decided that policies are important after all, especially if Abbott is to 
have an outside chance of winning an election. Thus John Howard’s former guru Arthur Sinodinos (now 
howling with Rupert’s hyenas) advises Abbott to switch from the “crazy-brave populist” to the “Oxford-
educated thinker”, and swap the Speedos and lycra for the suit and tie. Sinodinos refrained from suggesting 
that spot of depilation might also help, but his message was unmistakable and reinforced by an editorial in the 
Weekend Australian: “To win power he must craft a more positive image and show real leadership to a broader 
group of Australians.” Janet Albrechtsen, apparently, was no longer enough.

Paul Kelly, even more pompous, ponti�cated in the same paper: “The test is whether Abbott supplements his 
populist �rebrand image with the assurance and reliability the public expects from a Prime Minister. He needs 
to re�ect deeply on this multidimensional issue in its personality and policy aspects.” Well, that must have 
given the lad something to think about during the Port Macquarie triathlon on Sunday in which he was beaten 
by two hours by some bloke two years older than himself who just happened to be named Rudd.
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But even before that event Abbot made it clear that he was not going to stop doing what came naturally to 
him, and that certainly included hitting the beaches, the cycle paths and the jogging tracks. The de�ant 
response must have come as a relief to charity groups such as the one that auctioned a pair of Abbott’s budgie 
smugglers on eBay. These raised more than $2000 after being worn on a mere two-kilometre swim, a terri�c 
precedent; just think what Abbott’s jock strap might bring in after the week long Pollie Pedal? You could just 
about retire Barnaby Joyce’s imaginary “net debt gross public and private”.

And speaking of Joyce, his demotion (and let’s not pretend it was anything else) may not solve all Abbott’s 
problems. Getting him out of �nance was imperative, but �nding a spot for what the leader describes as his 
“rare political talent” proved harder. After all, there are not many portfolios for which loud-mouthed ignorance 
is a prerequisite.

Regional development, infrastructure and water obviously seemed the best �t: Joyce is now to be sent barn-
storming around the countryside unleashing torrents of uninformed and probably inaccurate abuse, hopefully 
out of sight and sound of the national media. He will undoubtedly contradict Abbott’s policy on water (Abbott 
favours a federal takeover of the Murray Darling system while the Nationals and the irrigators do not) but this 
should prove less of a problem than his economic ga�es. And at least he will be out of the way.

Of course, the opportunity to get rid of him was caused by the unexpected resignation of Senator Nick 
Minchin, which will pose its own problems. If Cardinal George Pell is Abbott’s personal confessor in matters 
spiritual, then the sinister senator performed the same role in matters temporal; he was always the grey 
eminence lurking behind Abbott’s leadership. No doubt he will continue to lurk, but his absence from cabinet 
meetings will remove Abbott’s most powerful ally.

The moderates, led by Joe Hockey and Chris Pyne (who refers to his fellow crow eater in terms that are unprint-
able even in the most enlightened media) must be delighted. And what about the biggest moderate of all, 
Malcolm Turnbull? Suddenly Abbott’s rejection of his comeback o�er looks less like prudent politics and more 
like a touch of funk.

Minchin will also be missed in his role as Opposition senate leader, a position in which his unquestioned 
authority helped restrain his coalition colleague, National Party senate leader Barnaby Joyce. His replacement, 
Eric Abetz, does not have the same clout. As his name implies, where Minchin took the lead, Eric merely abets.


